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Abstract—Safety oriented model based SW engineering process
and component based robot architecture for autonomous service
robots are proposed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Safe service and personal care robots are becoming a
new exciting research topic over the last few years. Physical
segregation of industrial robots and humans works fine [1],
but for obvious reasons is not possible if physical human-
robot interaction (pHRI) is required. Autonomous robots and
untrained humans sharing the operation space and cooperating
with each other bring new kind of risks and requirements to
robot safety.

The wide deployment of service and personal care robots
suggests limited costs for the robot development phase. The
existing robots, both industrial and academic, are mostly
designed from scratch without providing clear and safety-
oriented engineering process for robot design.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Safe human-robot interaction in an autonomous operation
becomes important and necessary [2]. The existing standards
for industrial robots shall be extended and updated for service
robots. The ISO/DIS 13482 [3] is an approach to do that.
A number of robotics SW approaches and frameworks was
developed in academics, to name the most successful: Orocos,
CLARAty, Orca [4], Player/Stage, ROS. However, almost
no accent was made on the issues of engineering process
for robotics till now. It has been fragmentarily addressed
as component based SW engineering in Orca, CLARAty or
SmartSoft. The BRICS project [5] presents a Robot Applica-
tion Development Process, but without accent on safety.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

Confirmed by a literature study we propose a component
based multilayer safe SW robot architecture and a model
driven SW engineering process. The same robot HW can
be used in different applications by adapting the SW. That
justifies the focus on the robot SW.

A. Safe Robot Architecture

A Robot SW performs tasks, which can be classified as
“reflexive” (e.g. sensomotoric), “reactive” (e.g. local planning)
and “conscious” (e.g. global planning). Those tasks are well
decoupled and form layers of control SW, having reasonably
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different safety or real-time requirements. Cohesive function-
ality of each layer can be naturally represented as components.
At that point, requirements on SW components have also
impact on the HW it runs on.

From the safety point of view the components can imple-
ment safety relevant features (e.g. obstacle avoidance). The
appropriate robot architecture offers a sufficient set of safety
features providing corresponding functional safety levels (SIL)
for each of them.

B. Safe Engineering Process

The safety oriented engineering process shall give an answer
on the question: “which (safety) requirements are relevant
and which components shall be put together to satisfy those
requirements?”

Basic safety requirements, relevant for autonomous service
robots, are already addressed as risks in ISO/DIS 13482. They
can also be extended to a bigger requirement repository with
well known methods like FMEA or hazard and risk analysis.

The requirements modeled with SysML are matched by the
corresponding SW components from the component reposi-
tory. The development process similar to the V-Model allows
to model scenarios from the requirements including all safety
aspects, building up capabilities from the components. The
requirements with no match lead to the new components.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROOF OF CONCEPT

The test case is an assembly assistant robot with lightweight
manipulator, artificial sensitive skin and computer vision sys-
tem. The requirements also including safety aspects according
to ISO/DIS 13482 are modeled with requirement diagrams
of SysML. The robot SW based on ROS is then developed
following the proposed engineering process. Suitable experi-
mental tests then finally proof the engulfment of the safety
requirements.
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